MIT's wrestling team finished its season this week with a respectable 7-5 record. Among the teams that it sent down to defeat was Tufts. The Tufts Weekly reported that its team had lost to one of the strongest in the nation, MIT. This comment drew the long-winded wrath of one of the feature writers of the Lehigh Brown and White, who promptly wrote a letter to the editor of his paper: "At Lehigh wrestling is a major sport and a huge financial success. Our fourteen match schedule averages 3500 patrons per match and the more important events draw 3500 fans. Lehigh patrons are knowledgeable and they always demand winning seasons. Our wrestling schedule reads like a Who's Who of the national powerhouses: Pittsburgh, Penn State, Oklahoma, Army, Navy, and Syracuse, to name a few. So far we're unembarrassed by such competition and ranked No. 3 in the nation."

In reference to your superficially-constructed article, I notice that MIT is called 'one of the toughest teams' in the country.' Actually the Bentoonkowksports have a barbque squad. Any all-respecting Eastern power could easily blank them. As for Wosten Poly- I doubt if they could whip our intermural all-stars."

Last week-end our 'Bentoons' were among the eleven teams participating in the New England championships. They came out second, defecting such 'old'-respecting powers as apples, Dartmouth, and Amherst.

By Toby Zille '53

From the University of Hawaii comes news that the University is starting a major course. One may now major in advertising. The course is to be offered within the College of Business Administration. Among the advantages of taking the course at Hawaii are the tropical climate. The course, both for Hawaiians and mainlanders, is low 850 per semester. There is no dormitory space in scarce, off-campus apartments are plentiful.

And thus there's the future. The average temperature is 75 degrees (in January, 72 degrees in July, 78 degrees in September, 82 degrees in December). And there was 56 degrees in February, 1990. Both of these are said to have been unusual extremes. Anyone interested in more information about the University of Hawaii advertising course may obtain it by writing to Professor H. B. Stellmacher, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, 14, Hawaii. Wanted: During the week we received a letter which we are printing in full, Barksdale Hall Mt. Holyoke College South Hadley, Mass.

Dear Sir,

In the interest of furthering the heretofore amicable relationship between Mt. Holyoke and MIT, will you please print the following announcement in The Tech:

Wanted at Barksdale Hall, Mt. Holyoke College—three boys, one jaguar, one snake, one pan.

Yours truly,

The Tech is happy to comply with such requests. Men, man those Jaguars.

By Paul Fearer

Joseph Hansen, editor of the Militant, the newspaper of the Socialist Workers' Party, spoke at MIT, March 3, on the possible incursion of revolution in Latin America.

He began with a discussion of the dangerous economic conditions existing in those countries. He stated that they are stricken with inflation and poverty unknown to the relatively wealthy American people. Furthermore, they are in countries dominated by an oligarchic rule which is unwill-